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Course Description: 
 
The course is designed specifically to be academically challenging as well as practically relevant, 
and special attention is paid to integrating academic literature into discussions of real-world 
issues, focusing on international strategic decisions related to questions regarding why, where 
and how to invest, organisational structure and MNE performance. The course adopts a case 
study approach to facilitate this active engagement with real-world international business 
scenarios as an integral part of the learning experience.  
Examples of questions that will be addressed include:  

 why do firms engage in foreign investment and become MNEs in the first place?  

 what are the different strategies that MNEs can follow to structure and manage their portfolio?  

 MNEs can enter foreign countries through various modes, such as licensing, greenfield start-ups, 

acquisitions, and joint ventures. Which factors determine MNEs’ strategic choice from the wide 

spectrum of entry modes available?  

 do MNEs follow learning-based strategies when they internationalise and if so, does this result in 

specific internationalisation patterns over time?  

 how do MNEs, like people studying or working abroad, cope with the fact that they are often at a 

disadvantage in foreign countries compared to locals? Are there ways in which they can benefit 

from their foreign status?  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Course Objectives: 
 
Upon completion of this course students have:  
- the ability to explain in detail the key international strategy theories covered during the course;  
- the ability to use international strategy theories to explain how the different dimensions of 
international strategies create value;  
- the ability to apply international strategy theories to the strategic decisions of MNEs to evaluate 
their appropriateness and effectiveness;  
- the ability to critically reflect on the usefulness of international strategy theories. 
 
 
 



  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
Grading: 



The final grade consists of:  
- Exam (50%)  
- Participation (10%)  
- Group assignment (40%) 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Extra Costs (case studies, platforms...): 
 
 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Bibliography: 
 
The course is academic paper based. Weekly readings and cases will be posted. 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Biography: 
 
René Bohnsack is assistant professor at CLSBE-UCP where he conducts research in 
international strategies and business models for sustainable innovations. Before joining UCP, 
Rene was assistant professor at the University of Amsterdam Business School where he taught 
in the undergraduate and postgraduate progammes, he was adjunct faculty at the University of 
St. Gallen where he taught in the executive programme and he was guest lecturer in the Global 
Executive MBA programme at Manchester Business School. Also, Rene co-founded three 
companies, an eHealth start-up in Germany, an online platform for social-car-sharing 
(discontinued) and an online service for flight refunds in the Netherlands (sold to Greenclaim 
B.V.). René has published his research in the top international journals, presented his research at 
numerous national and international conferences and institutions, received the 3rd price for the 
best innovation management paper 2013, and won the Science Park New Idea Competition in 
2011. He earned his doctorate from the University of Amsterdam and holds an MLitt in 
International Business from the University of St. Andrews, School of Management, Scotland. 
Prior to his PhD, René worked as a strategic controller for the GEA Group AG, responsible for 
business units in Poland and China. 
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Contact(s) and Office hours: 
 
Email: r.bohnsack@ucp.pt 
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